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ABSTRACT: The current investigation deployed Mendelian
randomization (MR) to elucidate the causal relationship between
circulating proteins and sepsis. A rigorous two-sample MR analysis
evaluated the effect of plasma proteins on the sepsis susceptibility.
To affirm the integrity of MR findings, a suite of supplementary
analyses, including Bayesian colocalization, Steiger filtering, the
assessment of protein-altering polymorphisms, and the correlation
between expression quantitative trait loci and protein quantitative
trait loci (pQTLs), was employed. The study further integrated the
examination of protein−protein interactions and pathway enrich-
ment, along with the identification of pharmacologically actionable
targets, to advance our comprehension and outline potential sepsis therapies. Subsequent analyses leveraging cis-pQTLs within MR
studies unveiled noteworthy relationships: 94 specific proteins exhibited significant links with sepsis-related 28 day mortality, while
96 distinct proteins correlated with survival outcomes in sepsis. Furthermore, incorporating both cis- and trans-pQTLs in MR
investigations revealed more comprehensive findings, associating 201 unique proteins with sepsis-related 28 day mortality and 199
distinct proteins with survival outcomes in sepsis. Markedly, colocalization analyses confirmed that eight of these proteins exhibited
prominent evidence for colocalization, emphasizing their potential criticality in sepsis pathophysiology. Further in silico analyses
were conducted to delineate putative regulatory networks and to highlight prospective drug targets among these proteins. Employing
the MR methodology has shed light on plasma proteins implicated in the etiopathogenesis of sepsis. This novel approach unveiled
numerous biomarkers and targets, providing a scientific rationale for the development of new therapeutic strategies and prophylactic
measures against sepsis.

■ INTRODUCTION
Sepsis constitutes a complex, life-threatening condition
characterized by organ dysfunction and stems from a
dysregulated host response to infection.1 Data from 2020
reveal approximately 48.9 million sepsis cases globally, causing
11 million fatalities which represent 19.7% of worldwide
deaths.2 Recognizing its gravity, the World Health Organ-
ization has prioritized sepsis as a global health concern, urging
international efforts to mitigate its prevalence and impact.3

Unfortunately, as the pathogenesis of sepsis is complicated and
has not yet been fully elucidated, no drugs have successfully
slowed its progression.4 Therefore, exploring the potential
mechanism and drug targets for sepsis holds significant
importance.
Proteins are quintessential molecules regulating various life

processes, impacting both health and disease.5,6 The human
plasma proteome comprises an intricate network of proteins,
either secreted or shed into the bloodstream, facilitating
essential functions and intertissue communication.7 Dysregu-
lation of these proteins often signals disease, positioning them
as crucial targets for pharmacological intervention.8 Given the
ease of blood collection compared to other tissues, circulating

proteins offer a promising resource for identifying disease-
specific molecular signatures in large population cohorts.7

Advancements in proteomic methods now allow researchers
to simultaneously quantify numerous circulating proteins in
large-scale study populations.9 Genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) assessing the levels of these proteins facilitate
the identification of protein quantitative trait loci (pQTLs),
enhancing our understanding of the genetic architecture
governing protein expression.6 Integrating pQTL data with
genetic associations related to various diseases yields robust
mechanistic insights into the pathological roles of proteins.
This integration is achieved by using a statistical method
known as Mendelian randomization (MR). As a cornerstone
technique in genetic epidemiology, MR leverages genetic
variants as instrumental variables, refining causal inferences
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between exposures and outcomes while effectively controlling
for confounding factors and addressing reverse causality.10

Utilizing pQTLs as such variables, MR facilitates the efficient
exploration of causal relationships between circulating protein
biomarkers and disease phenotypes, opening avenues for
targeted therapeutic strategies and improving disease prognos-
tication.
While prior investigations have explored the relationships

between circulating proteins and sepsis incidence, they are
often limited by their reliance on low-throughput protein
assays and small sample sizes.11 Additionally, being observa-
tional, they inherently carry the risk of confounding variables
and potential reverse causality, suggesting that associations
with circulating proteins may not necessarily imply a direct
causal relationship with sepsis. To deepen our understanding
of the role of serum proteins in sepsis, more robust evidence is
needed. In this context, our study employed an MR analytical
framework to identify circulating proteins with a potential
causal link to sepsis, aiming to reveal novel pharmacological
targets. Thus, it provides crucial insights into sepsis prevention
and therapeutic intervention.

■ METHODS
Study Exposures. In this study, we focused on the levels of

circulating proteins as predictor variables. These protein levels
were hypothesized to be genetically determined. Genetic
instruments for these proteins were curated using data from
nine large-scale proteomic GWAS, each involving cohorts of
over 500 individuals and analyzing over 50 proteins.6−8,12−17

The comprehensive details for these nine studies are available
in Table S1.
pQTLs selected through a multistep process were employed

as potential instrumental variables. Initially, single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) with protein associations meeting
significance levels in respective proteomic studies were
identified (Table S1). Subsequently, to address complexities
due to linkage disequilibrium (LD), we excluded SNPs within
the human major histocompatibility complex region, defined as
the locus spanning from 26 to 34 Mb on chromosome 6.
The third stage of SNP selection involved “LD clumping” to

identify independent pQTLs, setting a threshold of r2 greater
than 0.01. Additionally, a flank range was set to less than 5000
kb, both upstream and downstream. The final criterion
involved excluding genetic instruments linked to five or more
proteins to mitigate the potential confounding effects of
pleiotropy on the result interpretability.
In this study, pQTLs were categorized based on their

proximity to the gene encoding the protein of interest. cis-
pQTLs were defined as those pQTLs located within a 500 kb
interval flanking the protein-coding sequence, while trans-
pQTLs were located beyond the 500 kb threshold relative to
the coding gene sequence.
Study Outcomes. In our MR analysis, we selected two

outcomes. The first was sepsis�28 day mortality, with data
from 1896 European ancestry cases and 484 588 European
ancestry controls.18 The second was sepsis�death versus
survival, comprising 1896 European ancestry sepsis death cases
and 9747 European ancestry sepsis survival cases.18 Detailed
information about these outcomes can be found in Table S2.
MR Analysis. In the MR analysis, we hypothesized that

genotype-predicted protein levels act as exposures, with
sepsis�28 day mortality and sepsis�death vs survival as the
respective outcomes. We utilized cis-pQTLs and a combination

of cis- and trans-pQTLs to construct genetic instruments for
MR analyses. To refine these genetic instruments, we excluded
SNPs with a minor allele frequency below 0.01 and those that
accounted for more variability in the outcome than in the
exposure.
Instrument robustness was ensured using F-statistic applying

the formula beta2/se2, where an F value > 10 indicated a
strong genetic instrument. MR effects were estimated using the
Wald ratio for single pQTL cases and the inverse variance
weighted method for multiple pQTLs.
In cases of heterogeneity (detected via Cochran’s Q test) or

horizontal pleiotropy (detected by the MR-Egger method), we
applied the weighted median method or MR-Egger regression,
respectively. The MR analyses were carried out using the
“TwoSampleMR” R package (http://github.com/MRCIEU/
TwoSampleMR).
Steiger Filtering Analysis. To evaluate reverse causality

in MR associations exceeding the designated multiple-testing
correction threshold, we applied the Steiger filtering method
utilizing the “TwoSampleMR” package in R. The results of this
analysis are expressed as categorical variables to improve
interpretability: “true” signifies a directional effect from
exposure to outcome with statistical significance at p-values
<0.05; “false” indicates a reverse directional effect meeting the
same significance criterion; and “uncertain” is attributed to
findings where p-values ≥0.05.19
Colocalization Analysis. To identify plasma proteins with

potential causal links to sepsis, we retained MR results with p-
values <0.05. Results surpassing the multiple-testing threshold
in the MR analysis underwent Bayesian colocalization analysis,
evaluating the posterior probability that each genomic locus
harbors a single variant influencing both protein levels and
sepsis risk (as opposed to a coincidental sharing of the variant
due to LD).19 The evaluation of colocalization was carried out
using the “coloc” R package (http://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/coloc). This package calculates posterior probabil-
ities for five hypotheses (0, 1, 2, 3, and 4), which determine
whether a singular variant is jointly influencing two traits.
Specifically, hypothesis 4, suggesting that a single genetic
variant influences both traits,19 was considered supported if the
posterior probability exceeded 0.5. Bayesian colocalization
analysis assumes a single common causal SNP shared between
the traits, a known limitation as, in practice, loci may have
multiple causal SNPs.9

Protein-Altering Variant Annotation of cis-pQTLs.
Affinity-based proteomics relies on stable binding epitopes.
However, genetic polymorphisms altering protein structure,
known as protein-altering variants (PAVs), can erroneously
appear as cis-pQTLs due to altered aptamer interactions rather
than genuine protein abundance variations. To differentiate
potential artifacts from true binding discrepancies, cis-pQTLs
supported by MR were examined for the presence of PAVs or
linkage with PAVs (r2 ≥ 0.8) using the Ensembl Variant Effect
Predictor (https://asia.ensembl.org/Tools/VEP). Variants
were classified as PAVs if annotated as any of the following:
coding sequence, frameshift, in-frame deletion or insertion,
missense, splice acceptor, splice donor, splice region, start lost,
stop gained, or stop lost.8

Evaluation of the Overlap between pQTLs and
Expression Quantitative Trait Loci. Genetic variants exert
a quantifiable effect on transcript and protein expression levels,
with the alignment of expression quantitative trait loci
(eQTLs) with pQTLs suggesting that genetic influences on
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protein expression may be mediated through mRNA tran-
scription regulation. This underscores the biological relevance
of the pQTL findings. To investigate the mechanisms through
which pQTLs impact plasma protein levels, we conducted a
genetic analysis examining the overlap between pQTLs and

eQTLs. For pQTLs supported by MR, we scrutinized subject
variants and their high-linkage proxies (r2 ≥ 0.8) for relevant
eQTLs sharing the same allelic effects, using data from the
GTEx Portal (V8, https://www.gtexportal.org). Furthermore,
we assessed the concurrence of pQTLs with eQTLs from

Figure 1. Flowchart of the MR-based analytical framework for evaluating the effect of plasma proteome on sepsis.
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sepsis-associated tissues or cells, such as cartilage, synovium,
fibroblasts, and macrophages, using eQTL data sourced from
the Open Targets Genetics portal (https://genetics.
opentargets.org/).
Protein−Protein Interaction and Functional Enrich-

ment Analysis. Interactions among MR-selected proteins
were identified by constructing protein−protein interaction
(PPI) networks using STRING (V11.5, https://string-db.org/
). Concurrently, “ClusterProfiler” in R (https://bioconductor.
org/packages/release/bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html) was em-
ployed to conduct Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway
enrichment, revealing pathways potentially associated with
these proteins.
Mapping of the MR-Prioritized Proteins with Drug

Targets. To explore the overlap between MR-identified
proteins and potential drug targets, we aligned these proteins
with Finan et al.’s druggable genome, which stratifies 4479
genes into three drug development tiers.20 Tier 1 comprises
1427 genes targeted by existing or trial-phase therapeutics, Tier
2 consists of 682 genes with bioactive ligands or significant
similarity to current drug targets, Tier 3 encompasses 2370
genes involving secreted/extracellular proteins and additional
druggable classes not covered in the first two tiers, with a
further breakdown into Tier 3A for genes proximal to GWAS
SNPs with extracellular protein coding; and Tier 3B for the
rest. Our analysis assessed the MR-selected proteins against
these tiers, their interaction with small molecules, and their
biotherapeutic targeting potential, including monoclonal anti-
bodies. Drug target classification was enhanced by utilizing the
Therapeutic Target Database (TTD) (http://db.idrblab.net/
ttd/), presenting 3578 drug targets across development
stages�498 approved, 1342 in clinical trials, 185 under

preclinical/patent review, and 1553 in research.21 The
emphasis was placed on evaluating target classes, associated
drugs, and diseases targeted by those drugs.

■ RESULTS
Identifying Genetic Instruments for Plasma Proteins.

We aggregated pQTLs from nine proteomic GWAS6−8,12−17 to
create genetic instruments for our MR study, as summarized in
Figure 1. Ultimately, we selected 8285 pQTLs linked to 4421
proteins (2518 unique) for subsequent MR analysis. These are
listed in Table S3. These genetic instruments were classified
into 3811 cis-pQTLs affecting 2958 proteins (1558 unique)
and 4474 trans-pQTLs influencing 2374 proteins (1763
unique). Within the available data set, 911 proteins were
impacted by both cis- and trans-pQTLs. In contrast, 2047
proteins were solely associated with cis-pQTLs and 1463
exclusively with trans-pQTLs.
Estimating the Effects of Plasma Proteins on Sepsis

by Using MR. Considering the higher likelihood of cis-pQTLs
to exert specific biological effects compared to trans-pQTLs,
we initially employed cis-pQTLs as genetic instruments in our
MR analyses to systematically examine potential causal
relationships between plasma protein levels and sepsis, as
illustrated in Tables S4 and S5. In the MR analysis focusing on
cis-pQTLs, 139 proteins (94 unique proteins) and 138 proteins
(96 unique proteins) were significantly associated with sepsis
outcomes concerning 28 day mortality and the dichotomy of
death versus survival, respectively (p < 0.05) (Figure 2A,B and
Tables S4 and S5). Consistent associations across both sepsis
outcomes suggest a potential convergence of the underlying
pathogenic mechanisms. Furthermore, sensitivity analyses of
the cis-pQTL MR aligned with the primary findings, with no
emergence or disappearance of significant protein−trait

Figure 2. Volcano plot for the cis-only MR analyses, with circles representing the results for proteins on sepsis. (A) Volcano plot of cis-pQTL on
sepsis (28 day mortality); (B) volcano plot of cis-pQTL on sepsis (death vs survived); (C) volcano plot of cis + trans-pQTL on sepsis (28 day
mortality); and (D) volcano plot of cis + trans-pQTL-pQTL on sepsis (death vs survived).
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correlations, confirming the robustness of the results (Tables
S6 and S7). Incorporating trans-pQTLs into our MR studies is
expected to augment the reliability of inferred associations
between proteins and phenotypic outcomes. Consequently,
utilizing an exhaustive suite of instrumental variables that
synergistically integrated both cis- and trans-pQTL insights, we
discerned the significant associations of 258 proteins,
encapsulating 201 unique proteins, and 254 proteins,
embodying 199 unique proteins, with outcomes related to
sepsis, specifically focusing on 28 day mortality and the critical
distinction between death and survival (Figure 2C,D and
Tables S8 and S9). This methodology revealed 278 protein-
trait associations supported by MR evidence, most of which
were not observed in analyses limited to cis-pQTLs, as detailed
in Table S10. Additionally, sensitivity tests conducted on the
MR analyses utilizing cis-pQTLs corroborated the initial
results, showing no appearance or disappearance of significant
protein−trait correlations, reinforcing the solidity of our
findings (Tables S11 and S12).
Testing the Causal Direction by Steiger Filtering

Analysis. To rigorously evaluate the direction of causality in
predicted protein−phenotype associations and address poten-
tial confounding from reverse causation, we conducted a
directionality assessment known as the Steiger filtering
analysis. This analysis, implemented to determine the validity
of the causal pathways identified by MR from proteins to
sepsis, revealed that all associations, including those from
sensitivity analyses, were accurately aligned, confirming that
proteins serve as the causal factors for sepsis, as detailed in
Table S13.
Colocalization of the pQTLs with Loci Associated

with Sepsis Risk. To mitigate the confounding impact of LD
on associations identified through MR, comprehensive
colocalization analyses were undertaken. These analyses
aimed to evaluate the probability that observed genetic
correlations with both protein expression and phenotypic

manifestations originated from a singular causal variant.
Colocalization was specifically performed for proteins linked
via a single instrumental variable where summary data from
GWAS were available.
For the prioritized cis-MR (cis-MR) associations, colocaliza-

tion analyses were executed on 139 associations linked to
sepsis and 28 day mortality outcomes, revealing five significant
colocalization signals, specifically denoted as apolipoprotein L3
(APOL3), nucleoside diphosphate kinase B (NDKB), and
complement decay-accelerating factor (CD55), with CD55
being identified thrice. In addition, an examination of 138
associations pertinent to the dichotomous outcomes of sepsis,
death versus survival, unveiled that seven exhibited a robust
colocalization presence, precisely identified as low-density
lipoprotein receptor-related protein 11 (LRP11), NDKB, PNP,
17-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 14 (HSD17B14),
amyloid beta precursor like protein 2 (APLP2), tumor necrosis
factor-inducible gene 6 protein (TNFAIP6), and complement
decay-accelerating factor (CD55). After excluding overlapping
findings, we conclusively substantiated the presence of eight
associations with compelling evidence of colocalization. These
are documented in Table 1 and detailed in Table S14.
PAV Assessment for the cis-pQTLs. The variant in

question or its proxy within the encoding gene may modify the
amino acid composition, potentially altering the conformation
of the protein. This transformation could influence the binding
affinity with the aptamer, distorting measurements. To address
this concern, we thoroughly assessed PAVs for pQTLs showing
evidence in cis-MR analysis. Among 12 proteins linked to cis-
pQTLs, 9 pQTLs were identified as PAVs or were in strong
LD (r2 > 0.8) with variants influencing the associated gene.
This finding indicates that such interactions could be
misinterpreted as epitope-binding anomalies, a detail further
elaborated on in Table S15.
Determining the Overlap of pQTLs and eQTLs. To

ascertain whether the associations between specific pQTLs and

Table 1. Outcomes of the Colocalization Analysis after MR Study with cis-pQTLsa

MR results

PMID Uniprot protein names outcomes method nSNP OR(95% CI) P value PP.H4.abf

34857953 O95236 APOL3 sepsis (28 day
mortality)

WR 1 0.87(0.80−0.95) 0.002046461 0.518702543

34857953 P22392 NDKB& sepsis (28 day
mortality)

WR 1 0.41(0.26−0.65) 0.000162427 0.922110503

35078996 P08174 complement decay-accelerating factor
(CD55)#

sepsis (28 day
mortality)

WR 1 1.42(1.13−1.77) 0.002465158 0.529747802

29875488 P08174 complement decay-accelerating factor
(CD55)#

sepsis (28 day
mortality)

WR 1 1.25(1.08−1.46) 0.003156166 0.507980692

28240269 P08174 complement decay-accelerating factor
(CD55)#

sepsis (28 day
mortality)

WR 1 1.26(1.10−1.44) 0.001082243 0.726193226

34857953 Q86VZ4 LRP11 sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 0.73(0.60−0.89) 0.002113459 0.518673042

34857953 P22392 NDKB& sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 0.42(0.25−0.69) 0.000781606 0.743190218

35078996 P00491 PNP sepsis (death vs
survived)

IVW 2 1.52(1.19−1.95) 0.000817079 0.824065552

35078996 Q9BPX1 17-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
14 (HSD17B14)

sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 0.50(0.32−0.78) 0.002569258 0.561121153

35078996 Q06481 APLP2 sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 1.48(1.13−1.93) 0.00424199 0.512768759

28240269 P98066 TNFAIP6 sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 1.34(1.10−1.62) 0.003008802 0.552163903

28240269 P08174 complement decay-accelerating factor
(CD55)#

sepsis (death vs
survived)

WR 1 1.30(1.11−1.51) 0.001140351 0.735431777

aThe symbols “#” and “&” indicate that the protein is concurrently present in two distinct outcome databases.
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plasma protein concentrations stem from transcriptional effects
rather than alternate mechanisms, an analysis of pQTLs
overlapping with eQTLs was carried out. In MR analyses
restricted to cis-pQTLs, eight such cis-pQTLs were used as
instruments for proteins, supported by MR findings. Within
this subgroup, five cis-pQTLs exhibited a significant overlap
with eQTLs in one or more tissue types, aligned in the same
direction of influence, as indicated by the GTEx project. The
remaining pQTLs possessed proxy markers coinciding with
eQTLs in identical allelic directions (Table S16). We searched
for two trans-pQTLs or their proxies, yet found no overlap
with eQTLs (Table S16). Exploration of the Open Targets
Genetics database for blood eQTLs revealed that only five
pQTLs from the cis-MR study shared congruence with these
eQTLs (Table S16).
Investigation of PPI and Enriched Pathways. To gain a

more profound insight into the etiopathogenesis of sepsis, we
conducted an extensive PPI analysis along with pathway
elucidation, probing the functional interplay of MR-prioritized
proteins. Although a medium−confidence interaction thresh-
old with a score of 0.4 was established, this did not result in the
formation of a robust interaction network among the eight
proteins under consideration. GO pathway enrichment analysis
did, however, unveil enriched biological pathways relevant to
sepsis. Notably, MR-prioritized proteins are predominantly
localized to specific cellular environments, including the
ficolin-1-rich granule lumen, the extracellular region, extrac-
ellular exosomes, and the secretory granule lumen, which are
instrumental in sepsis pathobiology. Additionally, KEGG
pathway annotations hint at a putative involvement in the
metabolism of nucleotides and purines, suggesting a nuanced
layer of biological complexity that merits further exploration
(Table S17).
Evaluating the Drug Targets of the MR-Prioritized

Proteins. Recognizing that human proteins are primary
therapeutic targets, we further evaluated those identified by
MR to ascertain their existing drug target status or potential
druggability. Initially, we aligned the MR-highlighted proteins
against the druggable genome outlined by Finan et al. Among
the 10 proteins assessed, 5 were classified as having druggable
targets, comprising three at Tier 1, 1 at Tier 3A, and another at
Tier 3B (Tables 2 and S18). Utilizing the Therapeutic Target
Database, three proteins�thioredoxin domain-containing
protein 12 (TXNDC12), PNP, and complement decay-
accelerating factor (CD55)�have been pinpointed as critical
targets within the sphere of current or potential therapeutic
applications. Notably, PNP and CD55 are currently being
evaluated in clinical trials, marking their significant potential
for therapeutic interventions. Concurrently, TXNDC12 has
garnered extensive documentation within the realm of
scientific literature, highlighting its importance and affirming
the crucial role these proteins play in the development and
innovation of new therapeutic strategies. However, TNFAIP6
and 17-beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 14 (HSD17B14)
are yet to be recognized as crucial targets within the landscape
of contemporary or forthcoming therapeutic applications
(Tables 2 and S18). Importantly, proteins associated with
targeted drugs in accordance with the Therapeutic Target
Database showed alignment with the druggable genes
identified by Finan et al.

■ DISCUSSION
Our study employed an integrative approach combining MR,
colocalization, Steiger filtering analysis, PAV assessment, eQTL
overlap determination, PPI analysis, pathway enrichment, and
drug target evaluation to assess the causal effects of thousands
of plasma proteins from nine large proteomics GWAS on
sepsis. MR studies using cis-pQTLs revealed associations
between 94 unique proteins and sepsis�28 day mortality.
Additionally, the studies identified associations between 96
unique proteins and sepsis�death versus survival (p < 0.05).
Advancing the complexity of the analysis framework to
encompass both cis + trans-pQTLs has remarkably expanded
the spectrum of identified proteins. Consequently, 201 unique
proteins have been found to exhibit meaningful associations
with 28 day mortality attributable to sepsis. Moreover, a
comprehensive examination has revealed that 199 unique
proteins possess statistically significant correlations with the
bifurcated outcomes of death versus survival among sepsis
patients. Colocalization analysis of these proteins revealed that
eight exhibit robust evidence of colocalization, highlighting
their potential role in sepsis pathophysiology. Subsequent in
silico analyses were performed to confirm these findings,
elucidate potential regulatory pathways, and identify drug
targets among these specified proteins. Serum biomarkers of
sepsis are a focal point in current clinical research trends;
however, most of the studies are using low-throughput
methods for detection. To the best of our knowledge, only a
few studies have explored sepsis serum protein biomarkers
using high-throughput methods.22 Thus, 12 serum proteins
with varying abundance were successfully identified in
individuals with sepsis compared to healthy controls.11

Nevertheless, this analysis was limited to 396 proteins detected
in a moderate-sized cohort encompassing 59 patients with
sepsis and 31 healthy individuals. While these proteins with
differential abundance serve as biomarkers, their role as

Table 2. List of the MR-Prioritized Proteins That Were
Drug Targets or to Be Druggable

Uniprot protein names
HGNC
names

drug
ability
tiera target typeb

O95236 apolipoprotein L3 APOL3
O95881 thioredoxin domain-

containing protein 12
TXNDC12c Tier 3B literature-

reported
target

P00491 purine nucleoside
phosphorylase

PNP Tier 1 clinical trial
target

P08174 complement decay-
accelerating factor

CD55 Tier 1 clinical trial
target

P22392 nucleoside diphosphate
kinase B

NME2

P98066 tumor necrosis factor-
inducible gene 6 protein

TNFAIP6 Tier 3A

Q06481 amyloid beta precursor
like protein 2

APLP2

Q15648 mediator of RNA
polymerase II
transcription subunit 1

MED1c

Q86VZ4 low-density lipoprotein
receptor-related protein
11

LRP11

Q9BPX1 17-beta-hydroxysteroid
dehydrogenase 14

HSD17B14 Tier 1

aBased on the druggable genes from Finan et al. bBased on the
therapeutic target database. cBased on the colocalization results
obtained from MR analysis of trans-pQTLs.
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pathogenic agents in sepsis has not been definitively
established. This limitation arises from the inherent constraints
of observational studies, where causality cannot be reliably
inferred from the observed correlations. In our investigative
framework, we prioritized certain proteins when conducting
MR analysis by employing cis-pQTLs.
Further exploration through colocalization analysis unveiled

a set of eight proteins with pronounced colocalization, a subset
of which has been previously established as contributory
factors in the pathogenesis of sepsis. In particular, the
TNFAIP6, which is integrated into the hyaluronan-binding
protein cohort, serves as a key modulator within the intricate
inflammatory protease matrix.23 Our systematic investigation
delineated a pronounced positive correlation between
TNFAIP6 expression and sepsis development. This discovery
is consistent with and augments the body of evidence from
other scholarly research, which has observed a regulatory
upsurge of TNFAIP6 in individuals afflicted with sepsis. The
congruent findings across multiple studies reinforce the pivotal
role of TNFAIP6 as a biomolecular participant in the
multifactorial landscape of sepsis etiology.
TNFAIP6 may modulate endopeptidase activity within

apoptotic pathways, thereby potentially intensifying sepsis
severity through its influence on molecular mechanisms. This
indicates a crucial role for TNFAIP6 in sepsis progression,
emphasizing the need for more research to explore its
therapeutic implications and impact on sepsis severity
reduction.24,25 Additionally, our investigation revealed a
positive correlation between PNP and sepsis prognosis.
Inherited anomalies of PNP, an enzyme pivotal for purine
nucleoside cleavage, can lead to immunodeficiencies through
the selective attrition of T lymphocytes. Subsequently,
persistent infections escalating to sepsis coupled with neuro-
logical disturbances and heightened vulnerability to auto-
immune pathologies may occur.26−28 However, the potential
connection between the overexpression of PNP and the
instigation of a hyperactive immune response culminating in
sepsis remains less elucidated in comparison to the well-
documented link with PNP deficiency. Sepsis is characteristi-
cally triggered by an overwhelming or dysregulated immune
response to infection, orchestrated by the sophisticated
interactions among a plethora of cytokines and immune cells,
and is not solely contingent on the enzymatic functions of
PNP. Although PNP plays a pivotal role in modulating
metabolic pathways, its overexpression may perturb normal
metabolic homeostasis. Presently, there is a lack of
comprehensive evidence unequivocally associating PNP over-
expression with the onset of an exaggerated immune response
that leads to sepsis. Moreover, discrepancies have been noted
between previous scholarly works and our observations,
indicating a complex nexus that warrants further investigation
to delineate the role of PNP overexpression in the
pathophysiology of sepsis.
There are also inconsistencies between previous studies and

our findings. Several studies have suggested that augmenting
CD55 expression can ameliorate the severity of sepsis,
implying a potential protective function for CD55.29,30

However, our research identified CD55 as a risk factor. This
disparity may arise from the prevalence of animal experiments
over clinical trials. CD55’s influence on the immune system
represents a “double-edged sword” having conflicting roles
across various diseases.31 A comprehensive understanding of
CD55’s precise mechanism requires a thorough evaluation of

all relevant factors. Consequently, further investigations into
the correlation between CD55 and sepsis are imperative to
ascertain its prospective therapeutic role in sepsis management.
Regarding MR-prioritized proteins not previously associated

with sepsis, there is potential evidence indicating their
involvement in sepsis pathogenesis. For example, APOL3, a
protein essential in cholesterol and lipid transportation and
closely associated with lipoproteins, is upregulated and
positively correlated with the promotion of ferroptosis, an
iron-regulated cell death.32−34 Ferroptosis plays a significant
role in sepsis pathophysiology and progression.35,36 Con-
sequently, it is hypothesized that APOL3 may act as a
protective factor in sepsis by modulating the iron-mediated cell
death pathway.
In analyzing the MR results, we implemented a series of

analytical procedures. Employing Bayesian colocalization, we
investigated the potential genetic confounding arising from LD
between pQTLs and sepsis-associated SNPs. A minority of
these associations exhibited robust indicators of colocalization,
thereby bolstering the evidence for a causal relationship.
Nevertheless, the underlying premise of Bayesian colocaliza-
tion methods, assuming a singular association signal in each
discrete region, may not align with practical complexities. This
misalignment could lead to an underestimation of the
prevalence and significance of colocalization phenomena.37

To explore potential reverse causality, we employed Steiger
filtering analysis, revealing that all correlations identified in our
MR investigation possessed direct causal connections,
indicating that protein expressions were causally linked to
sepsis-associated outcomes. Additionally, a PAV could induce
modifications in protein conformation, influencing the affinity
of aptamers and potentially causing artifactual measurement.6

Our analysis revealed that over half of the cis-MR-
highlighted pQTLs were PAVs or in LD with PAVs, indicating
the necessity for careful interpretation of these proteins’ causal
links to phenotypic outcomes due to potential aptamer-related
artifacts. While PPI and pathway enrichment did not show a
strong protein network, GO analysis identified critical
pathways associated with sepsis, and KEGG analysis linked
to nucleotide and purine metabolism, underlining the
significance and interpretability of our findings. The lack of
approved sepsis therapies underscores the urgent need for drug
development in this field. MR is increasingly recognized as a
pivotal tool for the screening of novel drug targets.38

Consequently, we evaluated drug targets for proteins
supported by MR evidence to aid in prioritizing drug discovery
efforts and repurposing existing medications for the treatment
of sepsis.
This investigation had several limitations. First, our analysis

focused on the implications of circulating proteins, encompass-
ing both deliberately and unintentionally released species. The
blood levels of these proteins may vary significantly from their
cellular or tissue concentrations, potentially leading to a lack of
insights into the effects of cell- or tissue-specific protein
abundances. Second, limited individual-level data in the sepsis
GWAS hampered the ethnicity-based stratification of partic-
ipants. Despite this, given the predominantly European descent
cohort, the influence of ethnic variation on our results is
considered minimal. Third, a coding variant in a cis-pQTL
might alter measurable protein levels without affecting
bioactivity or abundance, leading to potential misinter-
pretations. Consequently, PAV evaluations were conducted
to detect such disparities among cis-pQTLs. Fourth, the
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Bayesian colocalization technique assessed the likelihood of
LD influencing significant MR findings. Nonetheless, due to
assumptions in Bayesian colocalization, there is a possibility of
overemphasizing the impact of LD on our MR results. Last,
reliance on publicly accessible data sets may limit innovative-
ness. However, thorough curation and examination of these
data sets can still yield novel insights, enriching the current
research landscape.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, through two-sample MR analyses, we identified
several circulating proteins causally linked to sepsis-associated
traits. Our findings not only validate the MR outcomes but also
suggest potential therapeutic interventions for sepsis depend-
ing on the employed analytical framework. Future research is
crucial to understanding the pathogenic roles and foundational
biological mechanisms of proteins causally implicated in sepsis.
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